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ABSTRACT
Self-injection locking - an efficient method to improve the spectral performance of semiconductor lasers without active
stabilization - has already demonstrated its high potential for operation with single-longitude-mode fiber lasers. Recently,
we demonstrated that self-injection locking of a conventional DFB laser through an external fiber optic ring cavity causes a
drastic decrease of the laser linewidth and makes possible its direct application in a phase-sensitive optical time domain
reflectometry (φ-OTDR) acoustic sensor system. Detection and localization of dynamic perturbations in the optical fiber
were successfully demonstrated at the distance of 9270 m. However, the ability of the system to restore the perturbating
frequency spectrum was not quantified. Here, we have evaluated the performance of a φ-OTDR system for
acoustic/vibration measurements utilizing a conventional telecom DFB laser self-stabilized through an external PM optical
fiber ring resonator. The use of PM fiber components prevents the polarization mode-hopping that is proved to be a major
source of the laser instability, resulting in single frequency laser operation with 6 kHz linewidth. The laser diode current and
the laser fiber configuration temperature both have been stabilized with accuracies better than 0.3%. All laser components
have been placed into a special insulating box to protect the laser from external perturbations. Under these conditions, the
typical duration of laser operation in self-maintaining stabilization regime is ~30 minutes. The laser long-term frequency
drift is estimated to be less than ~30 MHz/min. This low-cost solution is directly compared with the use of a commercial,
ultra-narrow linewidth (~ 100 Hz) fiber laser implemented into the same setup. Both systems are tested for measurement of
the frequency of vibration applied to a fiber at a distance of 3500 m. The obtained SNR value higher than 6 dB
demonstrates the ability of the DFB laser to be used in distributed measurements of vibrations with frequencies up to 5600
Hz with a spatial resolution of 10 meters.
Keywords: Phase-sensitive OTDR; optical fiber ring resonator; self-injection locking.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced techniques of fiber optic distributed measurements are very promising for a number of applications such as
pressure, strain, vibration and temperature measurements [1-18]. Among distributed optical fiber sensors, distributed
acoustic/vibration sensors (DAS/DVS), which are based on the use of an optical fiber to localize and measure acoustic
signals or vibrations along its length, are becoming increasingly attractive for a wide range of applications. These
include monitoring oil and gas pipelines, ensuring railway safety and perimeter security, and performing industrial
process control. DAS/DVS involve the real-time observation of the properties (amplitude and/or phase) of the Rayleigh
backscattered signal in a coherent optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) based on a highly coherent laser source,
commonly referred to as phase-sensitive OTDR or phase-OTDR (φ-OTDR) [19-22]. A light source providing a few kHz
linewidth and frequency drift of less than 1 MHz/min is commonly used with distributed acoustic sensors [19]. Although
several designs have been proposed for such master sources, their high cost and complexity may limit potential
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applications of DAS/DVS in large volum
me markets. It is
i well known that self-injecttion locking off conventional telecom
DFB lasers could
c
significaantly improve their spectral performance
p
[23-34]. Recenntly, we have demonstrated
d
t
that
selfinjection locking of a conv
ventional DFB
B laser throughh an external fiber
f
optic ringg cavity causess a drastic deccrease in
laser linewiddth reaching do
own to 2.4 kHz [35-45] and makes possiblle its direct appplication in a phase-sensitive
p
e OTDR
system. Deteection and locaalization of dynnamic perturbaations to an opttical fiber has been demonstrrated at the disstance of
9270 m [38]. In [45] we haave reported on
o the ability of
o such a low-ccost system to localize perturrbations with a similar
SNR as a com
mmercial fiberr laser based syystem. Howeveer, the ability of
o this system to restore the perturbation
p
frrequency
spectrum hass not yet been evaluated.
e
In thhis paper, we present
p
SNR reesults for distriibuted measureements of the vibration
v
frequency ovver 4000 m forr vibration freqquencies in thee range of 350--5600 Hz. Speecifically, the DFB
D
laser in thhis work
has been stabbilized through
h its locking too an external riing interferomeeter built from
m polarization maintaining
m
(PM) fiber
components, thus avoiding the polarizatioon mode-hoppiing that is provved to be a major source of thhe laser instabillity [43].
Along with the
t DFB laser, the same meassurements havee been perform
med with the coommercial, ultrra-narrow-linew
width (~
100 Hz) fiberr laser in the saame φ-OTDR setup
s
and undeer the same expperimental connditions. The diirect comparisoon of the
results highliights some limitation of the system perform
mance associateed with the use of the low-cosst laser configuuration.

2.

EX
XPERIMENT
TAL RESULT
TS AND ANA
ALYSIS

Figure 1 shoows the experim
mental configuuration of the phase-OTDR vibration
v
sensoor. A ~4000 m length of SM
MF-28 is
used as sensiing fiber. The sensing fiber is
i interrogatedd by rectangulaar pulses with ~100 ns duratiion. The sensoor spatial
2 kHz are produced
resolution deetermined by th
he pulse duration is ~10 m. The
T pulses withh the repetitionn rate f 0 of 20.3
p
from a narrow
w-band masterr laser modulatted by an acouusto-optic moduulator (AOM).. Then the pulsses are amplifieed by an
EDFA to ~1000 mW of peak
k power. A 2 GHz
G bandpass filter (BPF) iss used to reducce the ASE noise. The fiber iss subject
to two pertuurbations: dynaamic strain prooduced by a piezo-electric
p
f
fiber
stretcher working overr 40 m of fibeer at the
position 18000 m, and vibraation produced by a shaker coonnected to a plastic
p
tube off 2 m length. The fiber is glueed along
the length off the tube at thee position of 35500 m. The ressults reported on
o here consider the shaker perturbation,
p
prroducing
sinusoidal vibbrations at freq
quencies of 3500, 500, 1200, 3700
3
and 5600 Hz.

n of the vibrationn in the test fibeer, OC- optical ciirculator, AOM - acousto-optic modulator,
m
DFB
B laser Figure 1. Seetup for detection
self-injection locked
l
DFB laseer, Fiber laser - commercial
c
low noise fiber laserr, A - detection unit
u (photodiodee, PC-controlled digitizer)

Two differennt laser sourcess have been useed as master laaser in the expeerimental setupp. The first is a conventional low-cost
l
DFB laser (Q
QDFBLD-1550
0-50, QPhotoniics) commonlyy employed forr telecom appliications. The free-running
f
DFB laser
emits ~7.4 mW
m at 1548.5 nm
n with a linew
width of ~1 MHz.
M
In order too achieve linew
width narrowinng and stable operation
o
the followingg arrangementss have been maade:
a) For linewidth narrrowing and freequency self-sstabilization the DFB laser iss sliced with the
t 3.75-m PM
M optical
fibeer ring resonator. The use off a PM fiber spliced
s
configuuration allowss to eliminate the polarizatioon mode
hopping [36].
b) Thee parameters off the feedback loop
l
have beenn adjusted for the
t best laser performance.
p
N that the dyynamical
Note
behaavior of the DFB
D
laser injecction-locked too the PM fiberr interferometeer is described by the model in [43].
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Acccording to the model,
m
laser linnewidth narrow
wing to sub-kH
Hz range could be achieved with
w a feedback strength
estim
mated to - 40d
dB. However, a factory built--in optical isolator in the DFB laser compoonent takes alreeady -30
dB from this totall budget. Consequently, we were
w
not able to
t achieve the optimal feedbback value, resuulting in
singgle frequency laaser operation with 6 kHz linnewidth.
c) Thee model presentted in [43] predicts a self-stabbilized laser opperation in singgle frequency mode
m
under coonditions
of strong
s
thermal and current staabilization. Thhe laser operatiional conditionns - the laser diode
d
current of 50 mA
(threeshold current being 10 mA)) and the operaation temperatuure of 25 ºC - have
h
been determined experim
mentally
to achieve the bestt laser perform
mance. Both parrameters were stabilized withh accuracies beetter than 0.3%.
d) Thee temperature stabilization bettter than 0.3% has been appliied also to the external opticaal fiber cavity.
e) All laser componeents are placedd into a speciaal insulating boox to protect the
t laser configguration from external
pertturbation.
Under these conditions the laser frequenccy drift, mainlyy determined byy the thermal stability
s
of the external ring cavity,
c
is
estimated to be less than ~2
20-30 MHz/miin. The typical duration of lasser operation inn self-supportinng stabilizationn regime
is ~30 minutees.
The second laser
l
used in th
he experiment as an etalon master
m
source iss a NKT Koheeras AdjustiK (E15
(
model) loow noise
fiber laser em
mitting ∼40 mW
m at ~1552.55 nm with a linewidth
l
of ~100
~
Hz. Accoording to the specification,
s
t laser
the
exhibits a freequency drift of roughly 1 MH
Hz/min.
In order to haave equal output power for both laser sourcces used in the experiment, ann additional ED
DFA was used after the
self-injectionn locked DFB-llaser (IL-DFB laser) to boostt its output.

Figure 2. Reesulting traces obbtained using a) injection lockedd DFB laser, b) commercial
c
fibeer laser.
Perrturbations are appplied at 1800 m and 3500 m.

e
each
e
probe puulse launched into the sensiing fiber geneerates a backscattered signaal that is
During the experiments,
recorded withh a fast photod
detector by a 2000 MS/s digitizzer. A raw tracce consists of M = 8000 poinnts, which corrresponds
to a fiber lenngth Lo of 4 km
m, i.e. the samppling resolutionn is ~0.5 m. Foor signal proceessing we use N = 932 conseecutively

recorded raw
w traces formin
ng the signal N × M matrix {snm } . Each matrix
m
element snm is averaged over the 200 nearest

1 ( )
∑ snk with w = 21. This prrocedure smootths the recordeed traces
w k = m −( w −1) 2
m + w −1 2

row elementss, i.e. in the sp
patial domain: s%nm =

and filters out
o signal noisse behind the spectral band correspondingg to the ~10 m spatial resoolution. Furtheer signal
processing iss applied to th
he matrix {s%nm } , this time along
a
the matriix columns (inn the time dom
main), by appllying the
moving diffeerential algorith
hm
%
[38, 45] to thhe matrix {snm } . This results in difference trace
t
signals tyypically as show
wn in Figure 2.
2 The differencce signal
exhibits pronnounced peaks at the positionns of the applieed perturbationns and ensures proper
p
determiination of the vibration
v
points. Figurre 2 (a) and (b
b) show the siggnals obtained with the low-cost and comm
mercial lasers, respectively, applying
a
~3000 Hz peerturbations at both locations. In both casess the pronounceed signal peakss can be identiified at the possitions of
~1800 m andd~3500 m. For the configurattion with the DFB
D laser the reecorded peak values
v
exceed thhe highest noisse signal
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Fiigure 3. Vibratio
on frequency speectra recorded at ~3500 m with thhe low-cost injection locked DF
FB laser (left)
a with the com
and
mmercial fiber laaser (right).
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about 2.4 tim
mes. SNR evalluated as a rattio between thhe signal peak value and RM
MS noise levell is ~14.5 dB. For the
configurationn with the com
mmercial laser these values, beeing 2.9 times and 15.6 dB, respectively,
r
arre not very diffferent.
m of the
The spectral function U ( f k , xm ) = FFT ( s%nm , m , k ) of ffrequencies f k = f 0 ( k − 1) ( N − 1) describes the spectrum
vibrations at the fiber posittion xm = L0 ( m − 1) ( M − 1) . It is obtainedd through a fasst Fourier transsform (FFT) appplied to
t spectra U ( f k , xm ) recordded for the vibrration frequenccies of 350, 5000, 1200,
matrix {s%nm } . Fig. 3 showss examples of the
3700 and 5600 Hz at the position
p
xm ~ 3500
3
m obtaineed with the low
w-cost and thee commercial laser,
l
respectivvely. For
c
w the DFB laser
with
l
(left) givves a spectrum peak that excceeds the
the vibrationn frequency of 500 Hz, the configuration
highest noisee level about 10 times providding proper reccognition of the applied vibraation frequencyy. SNR, defineed as the
ratio betweenn the spectrum
m peak and thhe RMS spectrral noise level,, is estimated to be ~9.4 dB
B in this case. For the
configurationn with the com
mmercial laser (right) at the same vibrationn frequency, these
t
values arre nearly the same,
s
~9
times and 9.00 dB, respectiv
vely. For the othher vibration frequencies
fr
the recovered speectra demonstraate similar feattures.
The dependeency of the SNR
R on the vibraation frequencyy is shown in Figure
F
4. To acccount for diffeerences in the response
r
between eachh measuremen
nt, several (5-110) measurem
ments were madde for each frrequency and the
t SNR valuees given
represents thhe average in each case. One
O can see thhat SNR smooothly increasess with an incrrease of the vibration
v
frequency. Itt could be expllaned by the naarrowing of thee spectrum peaak recovered thhrough FFT foollowing an inccrease of
the number of vibration periods
p
accounnted for the fixed
fi
time of measurement.
m
At low vibraation frequenciies, both
configurationns possess sim
milar SNR. Forr higher frequeencies, slightlyy lower SNRs are obtained with
w the low-cost laser
due to its fasster frequency drift, and the difference
d
in SNR
S
is about 10% at a vibrattion frequency of 5600 Hz. The
T SNR
value however exceeds 8 dB
B for all vibrattion frequenciees > 500 Hz.

Figuree 4. SNR for the frequency deterrmination as a fuunction of the vibbration frequenccy
in the case of
o the low-cost, injection
i
locked DFB laser (left)) and the commeercial fiber laser (right).

3.

CONCLUSIION

In summary,, we have stud
died the capaciity of a convenntional telecom
m DFB laser to
t operate as an
a interrogatingg master
source in a phase-OTDR
p
based vibration sensor system
m. For operationn in a stable siingle frequencyy mode, the DFB laser
has been injeection-locked with
w an externaal fiber interferrometer spliced from standarrd PM fiber coomponents, resulting in
a linewidth of
o 6 kHz. Thee obtained SNR
R values confiirm the abilityy of the propossed technique to perform disstributed
measurementt of vibration frequencies
f
wiith a spatial ressolution of 10 meters. We beelieve that the proposed soluution can
be useful forr applications in
i a cost-effecttive phase-OTD
DR system forr vibration freqquency measurrements at distaances up
to ten kilomeeters.
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